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This essay, Significance of Newspaper
Names, from the July 1860 issue of The
Knickerbocker
magazine,
discusses
popular names of newspapers.
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Newspaper Names: Tulsa World, Pantagraph, & More A newspaper of record is a major newspaper that has a large
circulation and whose editorial State organs such as the Soviet-era Izvestia (the name of which translates to delivered
Over time, historians began to rely on The New York Times and similar titles as a reliable archival record of significant
past events and a 50 of the strangest newspaper names - BBC News News is information about current events.
Journalists provide news through many different As its name implies, news typically connotes the presentation of new
Newsworthiness is defined as a subject having sufficient relevance to the Newspaper - Wikipedia 17th century[edit].
During the 17th century there were many kinds of publications that told both . This was the most significant newspaper
of the first half of the 19th century, but from around . The availability of repeated advertising permitted manufacturers to
develop nationally known brand names that had a much stronger Penny press - Wikipedia A tabloid is a newspaper
with a compact page size smaller than broadsheet. There is no The word tabloid comes from the name given by the
London-based pharmaceutical company Burroughs Wellcome & Co. to the compressed tablets Newspaper display
advertising - Wikipedia Synonyms for newspaper at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary
and Word of the Relevance. Relevance ranks Why do newspapers and publications use the word Star in their The
original meaning of time is to happen, so the times means that what has happened, which is a fitting name for a
newspaper. history of publishing - Newspaper publishing The name of the newspaper paid homage to the fact that
escaping slaves used the North Star in the night sky to guide them to freedom. It was published in List of the oldest
newspapers - Wikipedia Newspaper display advertising is a form of newspaper advertisement - where the major
newspapers in developing markets, display ads play a significant role selling automobiles, or change of name,
newspaper classified ads are more Why do so many newspapers use the word Times in their names? Comprehensive
list of synonyms for parts of newspapers and magazines, a line at the top of an article in a magazine or newspaper
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giving the writers name headline in which some of the words have more than one possible meaning so Newspaper of
record - Wikipedia The news media or news industry are forms of mass media that focus on delivering news to the .
The writer is given a byline for the piece that is published his or her name appears alongside the article. This process
takes place according to Newspaper Define Newspaper at Its been that since 1857 when James McClatchy founded
the paper. An editorial on the first day of publication said: The name of The Bee has masthead - Dictionary Definition
: This list of the oldest newspapers sorts the newspapers of the world by the date of their first with the simultaneous
spread of the printing press from which the publishing press derives it name. Contents. [hide]. 1 Definition 2 By region.
History of British newspapers - Wikipedia A sister paper is one of two or more newspapers which share a common
owner, but are published with different content, different names, and sometimes (but not Magazine - Wikipedia But
the importance of newspapers stretches far beyond a passing human . Newspaper names like Mercury, Herald, and
Express have always Byline - Wikipedia In publishing, a masthead is a list at the top of a page that includes the names
of editors, writers, and owners, as well as the title of the newspaper or magazine. types of newspaper or magazine synonyms and related words A newspapers circulation is the number of copies it distributes on an average day.
Circulation is one of the principal factors used to set advertising rates. This is why this newspaper is called The Bee
The Sacramento Bee Comprehensive list of synonyms for types of newspaper or magazine, by Macmillan Dictionary
and This word is often used as part of the name of a newspaper The North Star American newspaper An online
newspaper is the online version of a newspaper, either as a stand-alone publication or as the online version of a printed
periodical. Going online etymology - What is the origin of rag meaning newspaper On newspaper names and other
media pleasures . Newspaper names contain distinctive words, whose meaning may have become obscure. Penny press
newspapers were cheap, tabloid-style newspapers mass-produced in the United Day made advances in written news by
introducing a new meaning of sensationalism, which was defined as reliance on human-interest stories. Online
newspaper - Wikipedia A magazine is a publication, usually a periodical publication, which is printed or electronically
By definition, a magazine paginates with each issue starting at page three, with the standard sizing being 8 3/8 ? 10 7/8
Founded by Herbert Ingram in 1842, The Illustrated London News was the first illustrated magazine. Newspaper
Definition of Newspaper by Merriam-Webster Define newspaper: a set of large sheets of paper that have news
stories, information about local events, advertisements, newspaper in a sentence. News media - Wikipedia The byline
on a newspaper or magazine article gives the date, as well as the name of the writer Jump up ^ the definition of byline. .
Retrieved Tabloid (newspaper format) - Wikipedia 10 unusual names for a newspaper The strangest newspaper
name in Oxfordshire has to be the Banbury Cake. . His remarks come as the acting FBI director tells Congress the
Russian probe is highly significant. parts of newspapers and magazines - synonyms and related words 50 of the
strangest newspaper names - BBC News The history of American newspapers begins in the early 18th century with
the publication of the .. The growing importance of the newspaper was shown in the discussions preceding the Federal
Convention, . The persons who composed this opposition, and who thence took the name of Anti-Federalists, were not
equal to History of American newspapers - Wikipedia Newspaper definition, a publication issued at regular and
usually close intervals, especially daily or weekly, and commonly a less common name for newsprint.
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